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Smart Energy Transfer Systems
An integrated solution that delivers results beyond the expectations of your customers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Performance improvements are among the top priorities of many building professionals today. Whether you are a developer, design consultant, engineer, contractor, facility manager or owner, chances are that you face increasing demands to not only reduce costs, but also deliver performance improvements. Public awareness on multiple levels – from the individual all the way through to government bodies – has grown to the point that energy conservation, carbon reduction, tenant comfort, and other health and environment-driven practices are key objectives for any prominent, sizeable building project. 
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Introduction

Heat exchangers are integral and common components in 
buildings and HVAC systems

Heat Exchangers one of the most important parts of the 
building

 Controls the heat from the heat source to the end user

 Heat exchangers are often a large cost component

Undersized heat exchanger can lead to not enough cooling 
and heating

Oversizing can lead to larger first installed costs and life 
costs

 Larger upfront costs

 More floorspace 

Potentially increase fouling and loss of efficiency, and   
increased maintenance costs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heat exchangers and heat transfer systems are integral and common components in buildings and HVAC systems. Looking at residential buildings for heat exchangers can be found in radiant floor applications, pools, or domestic drinking water applicationsIn commercial buildings, heat exchangers are used for free cooling applications, chiller and heater loops and district energyIn Industrial and Process heat exchanger are found in areas such as steam plants transferring heat from steam to water.Heat exchangers are one of the most important parts of the building as controls the heat transfer from the heat source to the final applicationHeat exchangers are also large cost components in a HVAC system.Undersized heat exchangers are a problem as it can lead to insufficient cooling or heating in the building. So heat exchangers are often oversizedOversized heat exchangers has issues, as it can lead to higher upfronts costs, more floorspace, potential increase fouling leading to loss of efficiency in the long term and increasing maintenance costs 
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Industry Challenges  

There isn’t a universally accepted industry standard 
to select heat exchangers

First Installed Cost

Selecting the right heat exchanger for the application

Lifecycle Operating Costs

Ensuring that the fouling is minimized to increase the 

service life of the heat exchanger

Ensuring that the heat exchanger will perform as designed

Control of the heat exchanger for reliability and costs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At Armstrong we often conduct surveys and interviews to understand our customers. From those efforts we have found that the major industry challenge is that there isn’t a universally accepted standard for selecting heat exchangers. That is because the applications and conditions can vary significantly, and each building has unique parameters.And as a result, some of the key challenges include:How do we select the right heat exchanger for the application, How to ensure that the fouling is minimized to increase the service life of the heat exchangerHow do we ensure that the heat exchanger is performing as designed, How do we control of the heat exchanger for reliability and costs
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Selecting the right heat exchanger for the application

Different Heat Exchangers
• Plate and Frame
• Brazed Plate 
• Shell and tube

Design Considerations

Different Applications
• Free cooling / Economizer
• District Energy
• Pressure Break
• Domestic water
• Steam 
• Process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Selecting the right heat exchanger has is a 3-step process. First you will need to understand types off heat exchangers – here we will talk about Plate and Frame, Brazed Plate, and Shell and Tube.We then will look at some key driving design parameters that affect the selection and last, look at the different applications and how to select per application requirements and talk briefly touch on the control's strategy as well. 
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Typical Design Selection Process

Pumps and heat exchangers and accessories 
selected independently

Pumps and heat exchangers and accessories 
selected for design day load

Assume a pressure drop for the heat 
exchanger (ex. 5psi) 

Assume a pressure drop for accessories

Design for full load operation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At Armstrong we truly believe that when optimizing first costs and life costs, we need to analyze the system rather than just looking at the individual component.This is because components in the HVAC system affect each other performance wise. A change in temperature, for example, may have a large effect on the heat exchanger performance. Rather than operating individually, components will work better together when selected as a system.On the image shown on the right, we have a pump operating at 100USGPM and 100ft of heat. As you can see, the operating envelope, in yellow, shows that the pump can still handle quiet a bit more head. So what if we increase the pressure drop of the heat by 10ft of head? If we assume that the initial heat exchanger was selected with 2psi pressure drop, this can reduce the size of the heat exchanger by over 50%. Obviously, this would come at the expense of 10ft more pumping pressure. But we will show in the next slide, that, this 10ft may not have as much affect.Vice versa, we can also size decrease the pressure drop of the heat exchangers getting a larger heat exchanger and decreasing the pumping costs. What turns out is a optimization exercise where the trade off is between heat exchanger size and system operating costs
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Smart energy 
Transfer Systems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Smart energy efficient design is predicated on integrated fundamental control strategy that incorporate equipment efficiency and part load operation. To understand how this ties together, we need to go back to the fundamentals of heat transfer, fluid dynamics, systems
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HVAC System Design
Design Day versus Part Load Operation

Designs are predicated on peak load 
demand

Load varies throughout the day

Load profiles vary with type of building
and ambient outdoor

HVAC equipment is designed and sized 
for duty point operation

A typical condo building 10% of the 
time is spend at 100% load

Design Process over sizes the system

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Adding the extra pressure drop to the heat exchanger in the previous example may not affect the operation of the pump much. But when we look at the data for building operating profiles, we see that the buildings are often running at part loads. A typical condominium, for example, will be operating on average at 50% load and interestingly, it will operate at full loads for only 10% of the time.Often the heat exchanger is designed at full load; however, remember that flow is proportional to the heat load and pressure drop is proportional to the square of the flow, so with an average load of 50% the average pressure drop through the heat exchanger is at 25% of full load.
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Traditional pump with design point to 
the left of BEP

8” pump

Traditional Pump Selections

• Based on a Constant speed, 
design day criteria

• Efficiency at design
• Selected to the left of BEP 

(Best Efficiency Point)
• Head is oversized by 10 to 15 

percent
• Pump will operate at design 

less than 5 % of time
• Operates at part load 95 %, 

which is at a lower hydraulic 
efficiency

• Nrcan has created the PEI to 
address this

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EMPHASIZE that this is what we do differently from our competitors. Traditionally, we would size our duty point to the left of the Best Efficiency Point (BEP), thinking that we over-estimate our head so that when installed, the duty would drift out to the right and land at BEP.  This is only valid if we are operating AT BEP.  Armstrong recommends sizing our pumps to the RIGHT of BEP so that at part load, we are back towards the middle of the curve where we are more efficient.Note that the duty points are the same (it may look off visually), but we need a 4” pump if we size to the left of BEP; but sizing to the right of BEP, we can go down a pump size to 3”.
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For variations in speed with constant impeller diameter:

Five variables define a pump’s operation

D = Impeller Diameter (in./mm)
H = Pump Head (ft./m)
Q = Pump Capacity (gpm/lps)
S = Speed (rpm/rps)
BHP = Brake Horsepower (Shaft Power - hp/kW)

𝑆𝑆1
𝑆𝑆2

=
𝑄𝑄1
𝑄𝑄2

=
𝐻𝐻1
𝐻𝐻2

=
3 𝐵𝐵𝐻𝐻𝐵𝐵1
𝐵𝐵𝐻𝐻𝐵𝐵2

• Flow rate varies directly with pump speed

• Head varies as the square of the speed

• Power absorbed varies as the cube of the speed

So a 10% reduction in speed results in a 0.9 x 0.9 x 0.9 = 27% reduction in power 
absorbed

Pumping Basics – Fluid Dynamics
Affinity Laws

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Affinity LawsThe affinity laws are fundamental in not only understanding a pumps operation, but also the background on energy savings in part load operation.First, there are five variables that define a pump’s operation;Impeller Diameter, which is fixed once trimmedHead, which the pressure energy generated by the pumpFlow, which the volume of water being movedPump speedAndBrake Horsepower, which is the energy required by the pump at the specific operating point.If one of these variables change, the others need to adjust to get back to a balanced point.For a fixed diameter impellerFlow varies directly with the pump speedHead varies as the square of the speedPower absorbed varies with the cube of the speed.In understanding these fundamentals, codes are mandating that when the speed is reduced in a part load, to 50% of the design load, the absorbed energy is reduced to 70% of design.This is based on an understanding of the affinity laws.PartiallyWe must also understand how a pump knows where to operate at part load.This is where understanding differential pressure location and the control curve are crucial.
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Pumping Basics – Fluid Dynamics
Pump, System and Control Curve

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key to understanding variable speed pumping is an understanding of system curves and the control curveA pump curve shows the flow and head at different speeds with a fixed impeller diameter or flow and head at different impeller diameters with a fixed speed motor.For variable speed applications, the impeller diameter is fixed and the motor speed is adjusted to meet system demands.A system curve is a graphical representation of the pump head that is required to move fluid through a piping system at various flow rates. The system curve helps quantify the resistance in a system due to friction and elevation change over the range of flows. Curve Control is purely based on math and theory. The pump is controlled according to the laws of physics, specifically the Pump Affinity Laws. As such, the pump is controlled to operate only at points along the system’s control curve. Simply think of it as a curve that represents the theoretical head loss in the system from zero to maximum pump system pump flow.  Wherever the selected system curve intersects the (theoretical) control curve is where the pump will operate. These theoretical values are part of an algorithm that are literally programmed into the variable speed drive, and will determine how fast the pump will operate under any given set of circumstances. The control curve will be defined by the pump design point at it’s maximum flow head and the location of the differential pressure switch for no flow and minimum head.Meeting code requirements of 30% of design load power consumption at 50% of design flow is dependent on the control curve.Pump selection is also crucial in optimizing the potential energy savings in part load operation.
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Pumping – Fluid Dynamics
Efficiency Based Staging (PSPC)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When adopting a parallel pump approach it is important to consider the staging methodology for the pumps. This slide shows two different methods, best efficiency staging approach where pumps are stage on and off based on best efficiency and the traditional approach of staging based on pump speed. The latter is typical of BMS control where pumps are staged on around 95% of full speed and off at 55% speed.Clicking through the animation shows the energy impact of delayed staging in the traditional approach where the efficiency has fallen off before the next pump is staged on. The late stage off with BMS systems has similar performance impact.
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Q – Rate of Heat Transfer (BTU/Hr)

V – Flow (GPM)     500 – Constant for Water

T – Temperature (F) 

Basics of Heat Exchangers
Fluid Dynamics & Heat Transfer

Q= V x 500 x ( Tin – Tout)

𝐏𝐏 =
𝐕𝐕 𝐱𝐱 𝐇𝐇

𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑 𝐱𝐱 𝛈𝛈
P – Power (BHP)

V – Flow (GPM)     3960 - Constant

H – Head (Ft.)

𝛈𝛈 – Hydraulic efficiency
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Fluid Dynamics – Heat Transfer

Reynolds Number (Re) – determines flow regime laminar, turbulent and 
transition zone.

Basics of Heat Exchangers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Re low value-  and high value. Turbulence is measured in Reynold number. We also need to take pressure drop into account so that impacts our decision/selection making
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Basics of Heat Exchangers
Fluid Dynamics & Heat Transfer

Basic overall Heat Transfer equation.

Q – Heat Transfer Rate

U – Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient (HTC)

A – Heat Exchanger Surface Area

LMTD – Logarithmic Mean Temperature Difference

Q = U•A•LMTD

hH &  hC – Film coefficients on hot and cold 
side

RW – Wall Conduction Resistance

ff – Fouling Resistance

Both RW and ff for a flat plate are expressed 
by t/k where t is the plate or fouling thickness 
and k the respective thermal conductivity

𝟏𝟏
𝐔𝐔

=
𝟏𝟏
𝐡𝐡𝐇𝐇

+
𝟏𝟏
𝐡𝐡𝐂𝐂

+ 𝐑𝐑𝐖𝐖 + 𝐟𝐟𝐟𝐟
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Fouling

Fouling is a complex process

Higher velocities decrease fouling by 
creating more turbulence

Oversized heat exchangers can lead to 
increased fouling as the channel velocity 
decrease

Fouling is measured using heat load, 
temperatures and flow

In practice, a Differential Pressure drop is 
used to detect fouling

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fouling in a heat exchanger is a complex process an it is comprised of four mechanisms Scaling from concentrations of calcium, carbonate, sulphates, etc..Biological Fouling micro-organisms found in the waterResidual Fouling from hydrocarbon-based deposits from oils, asphalt & fatsGross fouling plugging from fibers, solids & seaweedHigher fluid velocities in are beneficial in heat exchangers creating more turbulence and in effect helps clean the heat exchangers.Oversized heat exchanges can be an issue as the lower channel velocity between the plates can lead to increased velocity.The best way to measure fouling is using heat load, temperatures and flow. In practice, however, a differential pressure drop is used to detect fouling. This measurement assumes that the fouling deposits created extra pressure drop.
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Understanding the difference between Automation and 
Optimization

- Great predictability

- Direct ability to 
provide the process 
requirements and 
assess performance

Setpoint driven feedback control loop Demand requirements driven 
feedforward control loop

Challenges:

- Hunting, always chasing the 
setpoint in changing 
conditions

- Unpredictable for modeling 
in transient conditions

P = Proportional
I = Integral
D = Derivative

- Does not directly control 
the elements we might 
want to optimize, 
specifically heat 
transferred, or minimizing 
energy and water 
consumption

Benefits:

- Responds directly to the 
process state to provide an 
operating configuration that is 
pre-determined

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How to explain the difference between Automation and Optimization in a simple manner.Automation (Setpoint driven feedback Control Loop)Automation control is predicated on Setpoint technology. What that means is that there is sensor located remotely in a system (example; DP sensor in a variable speed pumping application). In a staple situation, that sensor is at a “0” setpoint. When there is a change in the system ( valve opening or closing), the setpoint deviates from it’s “0” setpoint to either a positive or negative value. This results in a signal going back to the drive to either speed the pump up or slow it down. The pump is attempting to deliver the required flow and get the sensor back to it’s “0” point. Inherently it will overshoot the value (required flow), because the actual flow isn’t known. This results in hunting (speeding up and slowing down), until the correct flow is achieved.Feedforward Control LoopI like to refer to feedforward control as Algorithmic Control. Any system can be explained as an algorithmic equation. If the operating condition can be determined as a value, when that value changes, the new operating point for the equipment is predetermined to balance the equation. As result, the system knows the operating point. As a result, there is no hunting, it just adjust to the predetermined value.An example of this would be Sensorless pump control. The operating points of the pump are defined by the control curve, which is a calculated based on an algorithmic equation and defined in the control. When a valve in the system opens or closes, the pump deviates from it’s predetermined operating point. The pump control notes this deviation and adjusts itself to get back on the control curve. There is no hunting. The operating points are predetermined.
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Controls and Maintenance

Control of the flow through the 
heat exchanger is important to 
control the efficiency of the heat 
exchange, reliability of operation 
and satisfying load

Too large of a flow can lead to low 
delta T

Typical controls in PID to control 
Temperature going to the load

Differential pressure is used to 
detect fouling 

PID Control

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will quickly touch on controlsControl of the flow through is important to control the efficiency of the heat exchange, reliability of operation and satisfying loadControls are important as too large of a flow can lead to low delta T Too low of a flow can lead to high delta TControls strategies will vary depending on the application and we will go over 2 in the next few slides.
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THE FUTURE OF 
HEAT EXCHANGERS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Obtaining an energy efficient heat transfer system is isn’t easy as it requires:Designing for part loadsControlling for part loadsMaintenance for optimal performanceAnd to complicate the problem, usually there are multiple parties involved:Consulting Engineers for the designInstalling contractorControl contractorService contractorWhich makes it increasingly difficult to coordinate and execute the original design intent.In the next few slides we will go over what Armstrong envisions for the future of heat exchangers and how we approach this complex problem.
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Future of Heat Exchangers

Conference venue and communications facility

Connected Pumps with Pump manager 
detected a fouled heat exchanger

Improved energy abatement

Systems approach vs selecting individual 
components

Change from passive component to active 
component

taking the complexity out of heat exchangers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The picture here is a of conference venue and communications facility where Armstrong cloud connected pumps were installed  with our Pump manager, active performance  management service.During operation, the pump manager detected that the pump was frequently operating at dead head, a condition where the discharge or the pump is obstructed to a point near zero flow.Since the pump was in a simple loop containing a heat exchanger, the problem was quickly isolated. When the heat exchanger was inspected, it was found that the heat exchanger was fouled. The heat exchanger was cleaned an put back into service – now with much improved system energy efficiencyIn the future, we see that a systems approach will be applied to heat exchangers when we look at the heat transfer system rather just the heat exchangers alone.We also see a heat exchangers move away from a passive mechanical component to active component, gaining intelligence And lastly, we see technology assisting to take the complexity out of heat exchangers, complexity in terms of sizing, controls, and operation.
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Better Together
Pumps + Heat exchangers + Controls + Hydronic Accessories

Higher energy efficiency

Software-based commissioning

Pre-programmed for easy installation and 
set-up

Compatible with existing building 
automation system

Extended equipment life and reduced 
maintenance expenditures

Remote access through internet 
connectivity

Integrated Intelligent Controls 

Parallel Sensorless Pumping 

Redundancy 

Space savings

Project risk minimization

Maintenance

Energy efficiency

Installation advantage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
System RedundancyHigher energy efficiencyIncrease space savings Project risk minimization
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Armstrong Design Envelope Smart Energy Transfer System

Lower installed cost

Lower energy cost

Lower maintenance costs

 Systems approach to design and matching
 Feed forward heat transfer and pump 

controls
 Pre-packaged and tested
 Pre-programmed system control 

algorithms 
 Self cleaning and fouling detection

 Modular design can fit through doorway 
and in elevators

 Compact design uses significantly less 
floor space

 Built in BTU meter
22

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With that in mind, I would like to introduce to a new product that we are currently developing called the Design Envelope Smart Energy Transfer System.Some of key benefits include:Maximum reliability and long-term occupant comfortLowest installed cost up to 50% savingsLowest life cost up to 40% savingsEasy selection with system optimizationModular design can fit through doorway and in elevatorsCompact design uses up to 75% less floor spacePatent pending solution provides performance  management/system energy optimization based on pre-programed algorithmsPatent pending self cleaning and fouling detectionLaunch date of Q1 2021
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System approach - first costs and life costs

Heat exchanger needs to be 
looked at as a system – better 
together

Pump and heat exchanger can be 
optimally matched

Trade off between heat exchanger 
size and system operating costs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At Armstrong we truly believe that when optimizing first costs and life costs, we need to analyze the system rather than just looking at the individual component.This is because components in the HVAC system affect each other performance wise. A change in temperature, for example, may have a large effect on the heat exchanger performance. Rather than operating individually, components will work better together when selected as a system.On the image shown on the right, we have a pump operating at 100USGPM and 100ft of heat. As you can see, the operating envelope, in yellow, shows that the pump can still handle quiet a bit more head. So what if we increase the pressure drop of the heat by 10ft of head? If we assume that the initial heat exchanger was selected with 2psi pressure drop, this can reduce the size of the heat exchanger by over 50%. Obviously, this would come at the expense of 10ft more pumping pressure. But we will show in the next slide, that, this 10ft may not have as much affect.Vice versa, we can also size decrease the pressure drop of the heat exchangers getting a larger heat exchanger and decreasing the pumping costs. What turns out is an optimization exercise where the trade off is between heat exchanger size and system operating costs
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Exceeding ASHRAE 90.1

Traditional pump with design point to 
the left of BEP

Design Envelope pump with 
design point to the right of BEP

Benefit - can save 7% in pump cost and 14% in energy costs

Design point 72% 68%

Average load 68% 74%

Traditional, Wall Mount VFD Design Envelope Pump 

8” pump 6” pump

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EMPHASIZE that this is what we do differently from our competitors. Traditionally, we would size our duty point to the left of the Best Efficiency Point (BEP), thinking that we over-estimate our head so that when installed, the duty would drift out to the right and land at BEP.  This is only valid if we are operating AT BEP.  Armstrong recommends sizing our pumps to the RIGHT of BEP so that at part load, we are back towards the middle of the curve where we are more efficient.Note that the duty points are the same (it may look off visually), but we need a 4” pump if we size to the left of BEP; but sizing to the right of BEP, we can go down a pump size to 3”.
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Controls and Maintenance

Feedforward controls vs PID 
setpoint control

Preprogramed algorithms 
- Constant speed
- Flow matching
- Control of temperatures 
- Delta T control (Load and 

Source)
- 2 additional load optimization 

algorithms

Self cleaning algorithm

Cloud based machine learning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will quickly touch on controlsControl of the flow through is important to control the efficiency of the heat exchange, reliability of operation and satisfying loadControls are important as too large of a flow can lead to low delta T Too low of a flow can lead to high delta TControls strategies will vary depending on the application and we will go over 2 in the next few slides.
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Questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Obtaining an energy efficient heat transfer system is isn’t easy as it requires:Designing for part loadsControlling for part loadsMaintenance for optimal performanceAnd to complicate the problem, usually there are multiple parties involved:Consulting Engineers for the designInstalling contractorControl contractorService contractorWhich makes it increasingly difficult to coordinate and execute the original design intent.In the next few slides we will go over what Armstrong envisions for the future of heat exchangers and how we approach this complex problem.
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Key Definitions

The logarithmic mean temperature 
difference (LMTD) is used to determine 
the temperature driving force for heat 
transfer. The LMTD is a logarithmic 
average of the temperature difference 
between the hot and cold feeds at each 
end of heat exchanger 

The approach temperature is defined 
as the temperature difference between 
the inlet temperature of one stream and 
the outlet temperature of the other. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before going through the steps, lets go over some key definitions that form the basis of discussion for heat exchangers: The logarithmic mean temperature difference (also known as log mean temperature difference, LMTD) is used to determine the temperature driving force for heat transfer in fluid flow systems. The LMTD is a logarithmic average of the temperature difference between the hot and cold feeds at each end of the exchanger.Countercurrent flow is when the hot side fluid and the cold side fluid flow in opposite directions to each otherIn co current flow, is when the hot side and the cold side fluids flow in the same directionsThe approach temperature is defined as the temperature difference between the inlet temperature of one stream and the outlet temperature of the other. 
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Feedforward control and data acquisition

Cloud Cloud 
Analytics

Edge 
Computing 

Automation Optimization

Intelligent
Devices 

• Intelligent 
pumping for all 
applications 

• Integrated fluid 
management systems

• Heat rejection 
solutions 

• Water and air-cooled               
plant solutions 

• Plant design 
and build 

• Plant control 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So now, to address the energy drift issue, we introduced cloud services in 2019, in particular Pump Manager. Powered by IBM Watson analytics, Pump Manger empowers building owners, facility managers, contractors and service providers with predictive analytics and insights to manage pump performance and lifecycle in real-time. Pump manager OPTI-point OPTI-visor ECO-Pulse Booster mgr Fire mgr 
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Armstrong DE Automation and Optimization Controls

DE Smart Energy 
Transfer System

IPS 4000w IPC 9511 IPC 9521 ITC 9521
IPC 9521 + 
TowerMax

EVERCOOL 
(Mission Critical)

OPTI-POINT 
Technology

Opti-Visor IPC 11550

SYSTEM Heat Transfer PUMPING PLANT PLANT TOWER PLANT PLANT PLANT PLANT PLANT

DE Solution Automation Automation Automation Automation
Automation + 
Optimization

Automation + 
Optimization

Automation + 
Optimization

Optimization
(Machine Learning)

Optimization
Automation + 
Optimization

System 
Application

Variable Primary or 
Variable Secondary

Variable Primary or 
Variable Secondary

Variable Primary -
Air Cooled Chillers

Variable Primary 
and Condenser -

Water Cooled 
Chillers

Variable Heat 
Rejection - Heat 

Pumps, Heat 
Exchangers

Variable Primary and 
Condenser -

Water Cooled Chillers

Variable Primary and 
Condenser -

Water Cooled Chillers

Custom Spec Custom Spec Custom Spec

No. of flow 
sensitive piece of 
equipment

Up to 4 
identical/non-

identical

up to 8 identical
/non-identical

up to 5 identical/non-identical up to 5 identical
up to 5 identical
/non-identical

up to 6 identical

No. of pumps
Up to 4 

identical/non-
identical

up to 8 identical up to 5 identical/non-identical up to 5 identical
up to 5 identical
/non-identical

up to 6 identical

Zone sensor 
Option*

1 1 to 16** 1 to 5** No 1 to 5**
up to 4 pairs
(redundancy)

Sensorless with 
sensored critical 
zone (Hybrid)

No Yes No No No No

Communication 
protocols to BMS

Modbus, BACnet MS/TP, BACnet IP, additional available upon request

Remote internet 
access

Yes
(Requires router)

Yes
(Requires router)

Yes
(Built-in router)

Yes
(Built-in router)

Yes
(Built-in router)

Yes
(Built-in router)

Yes
(Built-in router)

Yes
(Built-in router)

Yes
(Built-in router)

Yes
(Built-in router)

Catalog or 
custom product

Catalogue Catalogue Catalogue Catalogue Catalogue Catalogue ETO ETO ETO ETO

* pumps staged based on user entered % speed
** with reset to control to most critical valve position


Sheet1

		Product		IPS4000		IPC9511		IPC9521		IPC11550		OptiVisor

		System Application		Variable Secondary or Tertiary - Chilled or Hot Water		Variable Primary - Air Cooled Chillers		Variable Primary And Condenser - Water Cooled Chillers		All Variable Chilled And Hot Water Plants		All Variable Chilled Water Plants Utilizing Existing 3rd Party BAS

		No. of chilled water pumps controlled (min-max)		3 to 6		1 to 5 identical size		1 to 5 identical size		Unlimited		N/A

		Parallel sensorless chilled water pump control		Yes with Armstrong DE Pumps Only		Yes with Armstrong DE Pumps Only		Yes with Armstrong DE Pumps Only		Yes with Armstrong DE Pumps Only		N/A

		No. of optional wired differential pressure sensors (min-max)		1 to 12		1 to 5 with reset to control to most critical valve position		1 to 5 with reset to control to most critical valve position		1 to 12, optional reset to control to most critical valve position		N/A

		Primary bypass valve control for minimum flow		N/A		Yes		Yes		Yes		N/A

		No. of condenser water pumps controlled (min-max)		N/A		N/A		1 to 5 identical size		Unlimited		1 to 5 identical size via 3rd Party BAS

		No. of chillers controlled (min-max)		N/A		1 to 5 identical size		1 to 5 identical size		Unlimited		1 to 5 identical size via 3rd Party BAS

		Type of chillers controlled		N/A		Air cooled constant or variable speed, all compressor types		Water cooled constant or variable speed, all compressor types		Water cooled variable speed centrifugal, others limit savings and application		Water cooled varible speed centrifugal only

		No. of towers controlled (min-max)		N/A		N/A		1 to 5 identical size		Unlimited		1 to 5 identical size via 3rd Party BAS

		Energy Optimization		ASHRAE 90.1 Compliance		ASHRAE 90.1-Standard; Optional Enhanced for LEED, ASHRAE 189		ASHRAE 90.1-Standard; Optional Enhanced for LEED, ASHRAE 189		Standard 30% to over 50% better than ASHRAE 90.1		Standard 30% to over 50% better than ASHRAE 90.1

		Human Interface		4.3" touch screen		10.4" touch screen		10.4" touch screen		15" touch screen		7" touch screen

		Enclosure		NEMA12, NEMA3R, NEMA4

		Communication protocols to BAS		Modbus, BACnet MS/TP, BACnet IP, Lonworks, additional availabe upon request

		Remote internet access		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes

		Additional Plant Control Sequences		No		No		Yes-Limited options		Yes-Unlimited options (i.e. free cooling, geothermal, thermal storage, etc.)		No

		Sold with which products		Stand-alone, iFMS, custom packages		Stand-alone, iFMS, custom packages		Stand-alone, iFMS, custom packages		Stand-alone, iFMS, IPP, custom packages		Stand-alone

		Catalog or custom product		Catalog		Catalog		Catalog		Custom		Catalog

		Eco*PulseTM Available With Product		N/A		Option		Option		1st Year Included		1st Year Included

		Factory Service Plan		N/A		Option		Option		Option		N/A





Comparison for India

		Product		IPS4000		IPC9511		IPC9521



		SYSTEM		PUMPING		PLANT		PLANT

		System Application		Variable Secondary
or Tertiary 
- Chilled or Hot Water		Variable Primary - 
Air Cooled Chillers		Variable Primary And Condenser - 
Water Cooled Chillers

		No. of chilled water pumps controlled (min-max)		3 to 6		1 to 5 identical size		1 to 5 identical size

		Parallel sensorless chilled water pump control		Yes with Armstrong DE Pumps Only		Yes with Armstrong DE Pumps Only		Yes with Armstrong DE Pumps Only

		No. of optional wired differential pressure sensors (min-max)		1 to 12		1 to 5 with reset to control to most critical valve position		1 to 5 with reset to control to most critical valve position

		Primary bypass valve control for minimum flow		N/A		Yes		Yes

		No. of condenser water pumps controlled (min-max)		N/A		N/A		1 to 5 identical size

		No. of chillers controlled (min-max)		N/A		1 to 5 identical size		1 to 5 identical size

		Type of chillers controlled		N/A		Air cooled constant or variable speed, all compressor types		Water cooled constant or variable speed, all compressor types

		No. of towers controlled (min-max)		N/A		N/A		1 to 5 identical size

		Energy Optimization		ASHRAE 90.1 Compliance		ASHRAE 90.1-Standard; Optional Enhanced for LEED, ASHRAE 189		ASHRAE 90.1-Standard; Optional Enhanced for LEED, ASHRAE 189

		Human Interface		4.3" touch screen		10.4" touch screen		10.4" touch screen

		Enclosure		IP54		IP54 or IP55

		Communication protocols to BAS		Modbus, BACnet MS/TP, BACnet IP, Lonworks, additional availabe upon request

		Remote internet access		No		Yes		Yes

		Additional Plant Control Sequences		No		No		Yes-Limited options

		Sold with which products		Stand-alone, iFMS, custom packages		Stand-alone, iFMS, custom packages		Stand-alone, iFMS, custom packages

		Catalog or custom product		Catalog		Catalog		Catalog





Comparison

				IPC 9511		IPC 9521		IPC 9541		IPC 9551



				Air cooled plant		Water cooled plant

				Constant Primary

				Variable Primary

				Constant Primary / Variable Secondary (with IPS 4000)

				Variable Primary / Variable Secondary (with IPS 4000)

				Constant or variable speed chillers, all compressor types



				IPC 9511		IPC 9521		IPC 9541		IPC 9551



		Chiller Type		Air cooled constant or variable speed, all compressor types		Water cooled constant or variable speed, all compressor types

		1 to 5 identical size Chillers		●		●		●		●

		1 to 5 identical size Towers		No		●		●		●

		Primary bypass valve control 
for minimum flow		●		●		●		●

		1 to 5 identical size Primary Pumps 		●		●		●		●

		Parallel sensorless chilled water pump control		●		●		●		●

		1 to 5 identical size Condenser Pumps 		No		●		●		●

		Remote internet access		●		●		●		●

		Energy Optimization		ASHRAE 90.1-2010		ASHRAE 90.1-2010		ASHRAE 90.1-2010
+ CW optimization		ASHRAE 90.1-2010
+ Feed forward demand base control

		Expected kW/TON		No		0.71		0.67		0.59

				DESIGN ENVELOPE LEVERAGE

				IPC 9511		IPC 9521		IPC 9541		IPC 9551



		Primary pumps staging		Parallel SensorlessTM BEP staging

		Primary pumps speed		Parallel SensorlessTM Control curve
+ DE pump Sensorless readings

		Condenser pumps		DE pump Sensorless readings
+ compensate for circuit resistance				BEP staging
+ DE pump Sensorless readings
+ compensate for circuit resistance

		Cooling Tower Optimization		N/A				LTWT variable :
fan speed control based on tower load		LTWT variable :
fan speed based on the Chiller load





				Additional Features and Services

		Project 
manager		Optional		Optional		Optional		Yes

		ECO*PULSE		Optional		Optional		Yes		Yes

		Guaranteed Savings		No		No		No		Yes
for retrofits

		Project 
configuration		No		No		No		Yes

		Optimization 
module upgrade		Optional		Optional		No		No





+

+

Condenser loop
optimization

+

+

Condenser loop
optimization

+

+

Condenser loop
optimization



Parallel Sensorless

				DEPC
(embedded in Gen5 pumps)		IPS 4000w		IPC 9511		IPC 9521		ITC 9521		IPC 9521 + TowerMax		EVERCOOL (Mission Critical)		OPTI-POINT Technology		Opti-Visor		IPC 11550



		SYSTEM		PUMPING		PUMPING		PLANT		PLANT		TOWER		PLANT		PLANT		PLANT		PLANT		PLANT

		DE Solution		Automation		Automation		Automation		Automation		Automation + Optimization		Automation + Optimization		Automation + Optimization		Optimization
(Machine Learning)		Optimization		Automation + Optimization

		System Application		Variable Primary or Variable Secondary		Variable Primary or Variable Secondary		Variable Primary - Air Cooled Chillers		Variable Primary and Condenser - 
Water Cooled Chillers		Variable Heat Rejection - Heat Pumps, Heat Exchangers		Variable Primary and Condenser - 
Water Cooled Chillers		Variable Primary and Condenser - 
Water Cooled Chillers		Custom Spec		Custom Spec		Custom Spec

		No. of flow sensitive piece of equipment		1		up to 8 identical
/non-identical		up to 5 identical/non-identical				up to 5 identical		up to 5 identical
/non-identical		up to 6 identical

		No. of pumps		up to 4 identical		up to 8 identical		up to 5 identical/non-identical				up to 5 identical		up to 5 identical
/non-identical		up to 6 identical

		Zone sensor Option*		1		1 to 16**		1 to 5**				No		1 to 5**		up to 4 pairs
(redundancy)

		Sensorless with sensored critical zone (Hybrid)		No		Yes		No				No		No		No

		Communication protocols to BMS		Modbus, BACnet MS/TP, BACnet IP, additional availabe upon request

		Remote internet access		Yes
(Requires router)		Yes
(Requires router)		Yes
(Built-in router)		Yes
(Built-in router)		Yes
(Built-in router)		Yes
(Built-in router)		Yes
(Built-in router)		Yes
(Built-in router)		Yes
(Built-in router)		Yes
(Built-in router)

		Catalog or custom product		Catalogue		Catalogue		Catalogue		Catalogue		Catalogue		Catalogue		ETO		ETO		ETO		ETO

		* pumps staged based on user entered % speed
** with reset to control to most critical valve position
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